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Nouns formed from other nouns 

Change each of these nouns into another noun by placing before it one of the additions given below. Then 

write a sentence using the new noun. 

Word given Word formed Sentence formed 

(……noon)  Afternoon All through the afternoon, they played. 

(……fortune)  misfortune Covid-19 pandemic is a really a misfortune for the entire humanity.  

(……happiness)  unhappiness The loss of India in the cricket match caused much unhappiness. 

(……placement)  replacement The replacement of a cartridge is required for our computer. 

(……coat)  overcoat My father’s overcoat now fits my elder brother.  

 

Do the same for these words but this time the addition is made after the word. (You will have to use one of 

the additions twice.) 

Word given Word formed Sentence formed 

friend  friendship  I cherish my friendship with him. 

child  childhood  Childhood days are the best days of one’s life. 

king  kingdom  The old king ruled over a large kingdom. 

nation  nationality  My nationality is Indian. 

garden   gardener  The gardener of our school is a very hardworking man. 

mountain  mountaineer My uncle is a mountaineer. 

slave  slavery Abraham Lincoln abolished slavery in America. 

hate  hatred We should not nurture hatred for anyone. 

engine  engineer My father wants me to be an engineer like him. 

-dom; -ality; -ship; -red; -hood; -eer; -er; -ry 



 

 

Nouns formed from adjectives 

Do the same as in the previous exercise. This time you are changing adjectives into nouns. 

 

Word given Word formed Sentence formed 

Free freedom Many great leaders fought for our freedom. 

Wise Wisdom Tenali Rama was known for his wisdom. 

Good goodness The makers of this soap claim that it has the goodness of milk. 

Cruel Cruelty Cruelty to animals should always be avoided. 

Bold Boldness The boldness of the young boy was appreciated by all. 

Kind Kindness We should show kindness to all.  

 

 

 

Making Nouns 

Opposite each of these adjectives write its nouns form, which is given in the list below. 

Notice the spelling change. 

Word Noun formed 

deep  Depth 

broad Strength 

true Truth 

wide  Width 

warm  Warmth 

long  Length 

strong  strength 

 

 

 

 



Nouns formed from verbs 

Write sentences like the one below using the verbs given. 

Example: A person who bakes is called a baker. 

Word Sentence 

………… sings …………………… A person who sings is called a singer.  

………… speaks …………..…… A person who speaks is called a speaker. 

………… talks …………….……… A person who talks is called a talker.  

………… runs ………………..…… A person who runs is called a runner. 

…………tells lies …………..…… A person who tells lies is called a liar.  

…………dances …………….…… A person who dances is called a dancer. 

…………advises ………………… A person who advises is called an advisor.  

…………acts ……………………… A person who acts is called an actor. 

…………sails ………………..…… A person who sails is called a sailor.  

…………serves …………………… A person who serves is called a server. 

…………assists …………………… A person who assists is called an assistant.  

………..has studied law …..… A person who has studied law is called a lawyer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Write the noun which goes with each of the following verbs. Use a or an before countable only. The first 

two have been done for you.  

Word Noun Formed 

feed                                            food          

sing                       a song                             

breath  breath  

sell  sale  

strike  strike  

sit  situation  

die  death  

heal  health 

obey  obedience  

believe  belief  

prove  proof  

live  life  

thieve  theft  

grow  growth 

lend  loan  

see  sight  

think  thought  

weigh  weight 

 

 


